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The championship was contested over twenty rounds, which started in Australia on 18 March
and ended in Brazil on 25 November. The season saw the return of the United States Grand Prix
, which was held at the Circuit of the Americas , a purpose-built circuit in Austin , Texas. After

being cancelled in due to civil protests , the Bahrain Grand Prix also returned to the calendar.
The early season was tumultuous, with seven different drivers winning the first seven races of
the championship; a record for the series. It was not until the European Grand Prix in June that
a driver, Ferrari's Fernando Alonso , won his second race of the year, and with it, emerged as a
championship contender. Alonso maintained his hold on the championship lead for the next
seven races, taking his third win in Germany and finishing on the podium in the United Kingdom
, Italy and Singapore. However, costly first-lap retirements in Belgium and Japan allowed his
rivals to catch up, and defending World Champion Sebastian Vettel â€” like Alonso, a two-time
title winner â€” took the lead in the sixteenth race of the season. Vettel, too, encountered
difficulties throughout the season; contact with a backmarker left him to finish outside the
points in Malaysia , while alternator failures at the European and Italian Grands Prix cost him
valuable points and exclusion from qualifying in Abu Dhabi led him to start from the pit lane.
Vettel entered the final race of the season with a thirteen-point lead over Alonso. Alonso needed
a podium finish to stand any chance of becoming World Drivers' Champion , but in a race of
attrition that finished under the safety car, Vettel finished in sixth place, scoring enough points
to win his third consecutive championship, becoming just the third driver in the sport's
sixty-three-year history to do so. In addition to seeing seven different drivers win the first seven
races, the season broke several records. The calendar for the season included twenty races,
breaking the previous record of nineteen, which was first set in This was the last season for
7-times world champion, Michael Schumacher as he announced his retirement from Formula
One for the second time, after the Brazilian Grand Prix. The following twelve teams and
twenty-five race drivers competed in the Formula One World Championship. As a result of the
name changes, Team Lotus and Lotus Renault GP declared that their ongoing dispute over the
use of the Lotus name was over after they had reached an "amicable conclusion". Williams
announced that they would be using Renault engines for the and seasons, with an option to use
Renault engines again in under the next generation of engine regulations. Under the terms of
the sale, the Sahara Group became Force India's naming-rights sponsor. HRT team principal
Colin Kolles formally left his position, with the team citing the relocation of their headquarters
to Spain as the reason for the separation. The season saw several driver changes. Lotus chose
not to take up an option on Vitaly Petrov 's contract, [17] [57] and did not offer Bruno Senna a
new contract. Despite this, Sutil rejoined Force India for the season. He, too, made a one-race
appearance at the Indian Grand Prix , before leaving the team until the season began. The
season only saw one driver change, which was brought about when Lotus driver Romain
Grosjean was found by race stewards to be responsible for causing a multi-car pile-up at the
start of the Belgian Grand Prix. The season was preceded by three test sessions; one at Jerez
de la Frontera and two in Barcelona. These sessions gave the teams and drivers the opportunity
to familiarise themselves with their cars, though the teams downplayed the accuracy of testing
times as being representative of the running order for the season. The season began in
Australia. Jenson Button took an early lead from pole-sitter Lewis Hamilton and the Red Bull
cars while the rest of the field was bottle-necked by contact in the first corner. Button remained
unchallenged throughout, even after a mid-race safety car to retrieve the stricken Caterham of
Vitaly Petrov. Button went on to take his third victory at the Melbourne circuit , ahead of
Sebastian Vettel , who profited from the safety car to pass Hamilton. Webber finished fourth â€”
his best result in his home Grand Prix â€” while Fernando Alonso finished fifth, having endured
pressure from Pastor Maldonado for the last half of the race. Maldonado's race ended when he
crossed onto the astroturf on the final lap and spun into the wall. McLaren locked out the front
row of the grid for the second race in succession, with Lewis Hamilton once again on pole. Both
HRT cars qualified for the race, but filled out the final row of the grid almost two seconds behind
Marussia's Charles Pic in twenty-second position. Daniel Ricciardo was the first driver to pit for
dry-weather tyres on lap 38, triggering another round of stops. Bruno Senna finished in sixth,
scoring more points in a single race than his team scored in The championship resumed three
weeks later in China, with the lead-in period to the race marked by Lotus F1 protesting the
legality of Mercedes's rear wing design. This forced Rosberg to drive conservatively to preserve
his tyres while Button recovered from his disastrous pit stop to pass Sebastian Vettel for
second. Button was held up by the incumbent World Champion long enough for Rosberg to
preserve his tyres, and he became the rd person to win a Grand Prix. Button was second, with
Hamilton scoring his third consecutive third place, giving him a two-point championship lead
over Button; Fernando Alonso , who had been leading the championship before the race,
finished ninth. After two retirements in the opening rounds of the championship, Romain
Grosjean scored his first points in Formula One by finishing sixth. In the face of ongoing media
speculation and public pressure to cancel the race due to ongoing political instability in
Bahrain, [] [] the FIA released a statement at the Chinese Grand Prix confirming that the Bahrain

Grand Prix would go ahead as planned. Sebastian Vettel qualified on pole, his first since the
Brazilian Grand Prix. Heikki Kovalainen qualified sixteenth, the second time Caterham and its
predecessor, Team Lotus advanced beyond the first qualifying period in dry conditions. His
team-mate, Romain Grosjean , finished third. Lewis Hamilton finished eighth, once again
hampered by slow pit stops. Daniel Ricciardo was involved in early contact that saw the
Australian driver slide down the order from sixth at the start to fifteenth by the end of the race,
having spent most of the Grand Prix caught behind Vitaly Petrov. Vettel's win gave him a
four-point lead in the championship over Hamilton, while Mark Webber 's fourth consecutive
fourth place secured third overall. The decision to hold the race despite the ongoing protests
made it one of the most controversial Grands Prix in the sport's sixty-year history. The test gave
teams the opportunity to assess major aerodynamic upgrades before racing them. Michael
Schumacher 's criticism of tyre supplier Pirelli's tyre compounds. Following criticism over the
sensitivity of their tyre compounds, [] [] [] tyre supplier Pirelli announced changes to their tyre
allocation for the Spanish Grand Prix, making pit strategy the focal point of the Grand Prix. For
the second consecutive race, the fastest driver in qualifying did not start the race from pole.
Michael Schumacher set the fastest time, but a five-place grid penalty [] left him sixth overall.
Two hours before the race, protests against parts introduced onto the floor of the Red Bull RB8
[] left team principal Christian Horner with a choice: to change the offending parts and start
both cars from the pit lane, guaranteeing that any result the team recorded would be preserved;
or to leave the parts on the car, allowing both drivers to start the race from the positions they
qualified in, but risking a post-race exclusion. Horner ultimately chose the latter option, and
Mark Webber started from pole, [] establishing an early lead over Nico Rosberg as a first-corner
accident eliminated four cars. Webber visibly faded in the final laps, but held on when the
following cars were momentarily pinned behind the slow-moving Heikki Kovalainen. Webber
won the race â€” his second on the streets of Monaco â€” with Rosberg second and Fernando
Alonso third, [] the result giving Alonso a three-point lead in the championship. Red Bull Racing
maintained their lead in the Constructors' Championship as rival teams chose not to follow
through on the threat of their pre-race protest, [] while Kovalainen finished thirteenth to see
Caterham overtake Marussia for tenth place. Mark Webber 's response to claims he won the
Monaco Grand Prix with an "illegal car". All three drivers were using a two-stop strategy at the
time, but as Hamilton made his second stop, both Alonso and Vettel shifted to a one-stop
strategy, [] [] with Alonso's team resorting to discussing strategy options in his native Spanish
to prevent their rivals from overhearing their plans. Hamilton had twenty laps to make up a
twelve-second deficit, and he easily reeled Vettel in; in response, Red Bull pitted the reigning
World Champion, and Vettel fell to fifth. Hamilton won the race, becoming the seventh winner in
seven races and taking a two-point lead in the championship. Fernando Alonso became the first
man to win two races in at the European Grand Prix in Valencia, [] scoring his first home win
since the Spanish Grand Prix. Starting eleventh, [] he was forced to navigate his way through
traffic, narrowly avoiding early contact between Bruno Senna and Kamui Kobayashi as
Sebastian Vettel broke free of the field to establish a twenty-second lead by the first round of
stops. Alonso found himself third at the restart and pounced on a mistake by second-placed
Romain Grosjean to lead the chase against Vettel. Vettel pulled away once more, but his lead
was short-lived as he lost drive and his engine shut down on lap Maldonado finished tenth, but
was given a post-race drive-through penalty and was classified twelfth. It was Schumacher's
first podium since the Chinese Grand Prix. Alonso's win cemented a twenty-point lead in the
championship, whilst Vettel's retirement relegated him to fourth overall, twenty-six points
behind Alonso. Difficult conditions greeted the teams upon their arrival at the Silverstone
Circuit , [] as parts of the Midlands received a month's rainfall in the space of two days. The
circuit was declared dry, allowing the drivers to start on the tyre compound of their choice, with
Alonso on the harder tyre streaking away at the start while Paul di Resta crashed at Aintree on
the first lap after making contact with Romain Grosjean. Webber caught Alonso with five laps to
go, passing him on the Wellington Straight. Webber held on for his second win of the season,
with Vettel third and Felipe Massa in fourth, his best result since achieving a podium in South
Korea in After showing early promise in the wet conditions, McLaren went backwards in the dry,
losing second place in the Constructors' Championship to Ferrari and third to Lotus. Limited
running in practice and a wet qualifying session meant that teams had to improvise their
strategies at the Hockenheimring. Fernando Alonso controlled much of the race from pole
position, only relinquishing the lead when he pitted, and he went on to take his third victory of
the season. Confusion briefly reigned when Hamilton, in seventeenth place at the time, began
lapping faster than the leaders and sought to unlap himself. Sebastian Vettel later claimed that
this was a ploy by McLaren to force both him and Alonso to drive defensively against Hamilton,
slowing them down enough to allow team-mate Jenson Button to leap-frog them at the second

round of stops; [] Vettel lost a position to Button, but Alonso was unaffected, as Ferrari pitted
him before Hamilton could interfere with his race. Button briefly looked as if he had the pace to
pass Alonso for the race lead, but the race was deadlocked in the final twenty laps, and Button
began to fade in the final five laps of the race. Vettel had twenty seconds added to his race time
as a penalty, demoting him to fifth overall. As the championship moved into the second half of
the season, Fernando Alonso maintained a thirty-four-point lead over his nearest rival, Mark
Webber , with Sebastian Vettel a further ten points behind. After prematurely moving Jenson
Button onto a three-stop strategy, McLaren gave Hamilton the order to hold position as the tight
confines of the Hungaroring circuit forced the teams to try to make up positions in the pits. The
championship resumed one month later in Belgium. Kamui Kobayashi 's car was also damaged,
and Pastor Maldonado was spun around amidst the chaos. Grosjean was later given a one-race
ban for causing the collision, [72] becoming the first driver in eighteen years to be banned from
racing. Romain Grosjean 's response to being given a one-race ban for causing a multi-car
pile-up at the start of the Belgian Grand Prix. The final race in Europe took place at Monza.
Ferrari's early bid to put Fernando Alonso on pole position by way of using Felipe Massa to
offer him a slipstream ended in disaster when Alonso's rear anti-roll bar failed in the final period
of qualifying, [] leaving the championship leader marooned in tenth while Lewis Hamilton took
pole. Alonso went on to finish third, benefiting from Button's retirement and a drive-through
penalty for Sebastian Vettel when the reigning World Champion forced him so wide through the
Curva Grande that Alonso was forced off the circuit. Red Bull Racing suffered a double
retirement, with Vettel falling victim to another alternator failure and Mark Webber spinning
violently at the Ascari chicane, with the resultant damage to his tyres sending vibrations
through the car that forced him to retire. As the teams returned to Asia, the focus shifted to the
championship race. Lewis Hamilton put himself in the ideal position to take the fight to
Fernando Alonso , qualifying on pole whilst Alonso could only manage fifth place. Just as the
drivers established a rhythm, Hamilton's gearbox failed, forcing him out of the race and handing
the lead to Sebastian Vettel. He was later given a ten-place grid penalty for the Japanese Grand
Prix. Mark Webber was also caught up in the opening lap melee when he was hit by Romain
Grosjean ; Webber was forced to pit straight away, while Grosjean was given a ten-second
stop-go penalty for causing yet another first lap incident. Sebastian Vettel won the race from
pole position, having led every lap of the race and setting the fastest lap time in the process to
complete his second Grand Chelem. Felipe Massa finished second, his first podium result since
the Korean Grand Prix , [] whilst Kamui Kobayashi claimed the first podium of his career â€”
and the first podium for a Japanese driver at the Suzuka Circuit since Aguri Suzuki finished
third in [] â€” after withstanding late pressure from Jenson Button. With Alonso retiring and
Vettel taking a full twenty-five points for victory, [] the championship fight became as close as it
had been all season long. Sebastian Vettel 's momentum continued one week later in Korea,
winning his third consecutive race and taking a six-point championship lead as Fernando
Alonso finished third. Tyre management became the focus of the race, as drivers reported
heavy graining, particularly on the right-front tyre, which bore most of the load over a lap of the
circuit. The team later denied that there had ever been a problem with Vettel's tyres. Button's
retirement and Hamilton's single point meant that McLaren lost second place in the World
Constructors' Championship to Ferrari , [] and Hamilton admitted that his bid to be the World
Drivers' Champion was over. Ferrari's strategy for staying in the championship battle saw them
introduce upgrades to the F at every remaining race in the season, starting with an extensive
revision for the Indian Grand Prix, [] but whatever advantage they offered was still not enough
for Fernando Alonso to catch Sebastian Vettel. Vettel dominated the weekend, setting the
fastest time in every practice session before qualifying on pole, [] [] [] [] and leading every lap of
the sixty-lap race, [] though he was denied his third Grand Chelem when Jenson Button set the
fastest lap of the race on the final lap. Fernando Alonso finished second, conceding another
seven championship points to Vettel. The Ferrari driver rounded up both McLaren drivers at the
start of the race and proceeded to chase down Mark Webber for second, only overtaking the
Australian on the long back straight when his car developed a KERS fault fifteen laps from the
end that it never recovered from. Sebastian Vettel 's dominant run was derailed in Abu Dhabi
when his car was found to have insufficient fuel after qualifying and he was subsequently
moved to the back of the grid. He chose not to pit for the time being, as the race was interrupted
by the intervention of the safety car. Nico Rosberg , who had been forced to pit with damage to
his front wing, was in the process of overtaking Narain Karthikeyan as Karthikeyan's car began
to fail and the Indian quickly slowed. Rosberg, caught unawares by Karthikeyan's troubles, was
launched over the back of the HRT and into the barrier. Red Bull Racing took the opportunity to
pit him early, with the downside being that Vettel would have to do 42 laps on the soft tyre when
supplier Pirelli predicted they could only do Despite its troubled construction period, the Circuit

of the Americas passed its final FIA inspection on 25 September, allowing the race to go ahead.
Vettel quickly converted pole position into a steady race lead as Lewis Hamilton fought to
regain second place from Mark Webber. Moments after Hamilton caught him on lap 17, the
Australian suffered yet another alternator problem, and coasted to a halt. Hamilton held onto the
lead for the final fourteen laps, but with Vettel never more than a second and a half behind him,
Hamilton could not afford to relax, and he won the race by just six-tenths of a second. Alonso
recovered from seventh to finish third â€” marking the first time that he, Hamilton and Vettel
had stood on the podium together in the one hundred races all three had contested together â€”
and forcing the title fight to extend to the final round in Brazil. Despite losing Webber to an
alternator failure, Red Bull collected enough points to secure their third consecutive World
Constructors' Championship title. The final race of the season was run in conditions that were
never quite wet enough for drivers to use wet tyres, but never quite dry enough for slick tyres to
provide enough grip. While Jenson Button and Lewis Hamilton fought over the race lead,
Sebastian Vettel was involved in a first-lap clash with Bruno Senna that damaged his exhaust
and spun him around, relegating him to last place. The field stabilised themselves after the first
round of stops, with Vettel in the lower points and Fernando Alonso running fourth when he
needed a podium to stand any chance of being champion. Meanwhile, the rain intensified,
prompting teams to scramble for tyres. A slow stop for Vettel relegated him to twelfth and
swinging the balance of power in Alonso's favour. In the last ten laps of the race, Vettel began
to make his way back up the order until he was seventh, just enough to secure the title, but
leaving him vulnerable if the damage he received on the first lap â€” which by now had left a
long crack running along the floor of his car â€” got worse. Vettel's seventh became sixth when
Michael Schumacher moved aside to let Vettel through. Button won the race, with Alonso
second and Massa third, but Vettel's sixth place was enough to secure his third consecutive
World Drivers' Championship. In the World Constructors' Championship , Ferrari secured
second place from McLaren with two cars on the podium, while Kamui Kobayashi 's ninth place
was not enough for Sauber to take fifth from Mercedes , and Marussia lost tenth place to
Caterham when Vitaly Petrov secured the team's best result of the season with eleventh place.
Three days after the Brazilian Grand Prix , reports began to surface suggesting that Sebastian
Vettel 's championship was under threat and that Ferrari would be filing a formal protest against
the race results. At the time, the first sector of the circuit was under yellow flag conditions
following the spin and retirement of Pastor Maldonado at Curva do Sol, the Interlagos circuit's
third corner, which feeds onto the back straight. Vettel overtook Vergne along the straight,
which led to claims that the pass was illegal because of the yellow flags. Ferrari wrote to the FIA
, requesting clarification on the matter. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
Formula One season. For the video game based on the Formula One season, see F1 video
game. Races by country Races by venue. Formula One portal. Three teams changed their
names for Team Lotus became known as Caterham top ; Renault was renamed as Lotus middle
; and Virgin Racing changed its name to Marussia bottom. Unless, of course, that's us! Main
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Championship Pos. Constructors' World Championship Pos. Nominate this page for Featured
Article. It was the twelfth race of the season , and the seventy-seventh running of the Belgian
Grand Prix. Jenson Button started from pole position [4] and won the race. This was the th race
for Michael Schumacher. Tyre supplier Pirelli brought its silver-banded hard compound tyre as
the harder "prime" tyre and the white-banded medium compound tyre as the softer "option"
tyre. The first free practice session began in wet conditions. Kamui Kobayashi ended the

session fastest, having chosen to stay out early while other drivers pitted to begin work on their
car setup. Ferrari's Felipe Massa failed to set a lap time when his car ground to a halt as he was
about to enter the pits at the end of the installation lap. The second practice session saw even
more rain fall, and large puddles of standing water on the circuit made running impractical. Only
a handful of drivers set lap times, with Marussia's Charles Pic finishing the session fastest. The
third and final session on Saturday morning was dry, allowing teams just one hour to complete
as much of their testing programmes as possible ahead of qualifying and the race. Fernando
Alonso went on to finish the session fastest. Pastor Maldonado let his clutch slip a fraction too
soon and started his race before the lights had gone out, passing the Saubers. Grosjean made a
good start and moved up to the inside of La Source, but in doing so, squeezed Hamilton
between himself and the pitwall. The two touched wheels, both drivers losing control. Grosjean
came to rest at the outside wall. Hamilton crashed into Kobayashi as well as Alonso after
Grosjean's heavy impact. Only Kobayashi and Maldonado emerged from the crash, Kobayashi
with a substantial hole in the side of his car. Kobayashi who had started on the front row for
Sauber, pitted after the accident and resumed in last place. Once Maldonado recovered from his
spin he hit Timo Glock after the safety car restart. Narain Karthikeyan 's HRT spun off
backwards and hit into the tyre wall late in the race after a wheel came loose. Bruno Senna had
eighth position secured but due to a slow puncture he had to make a pitstop with only four laps
left in the race, dropping him to 12th. Pastor Maldonado was given two five-place grid penalties
at the Italian Grand Prix, the first of which was for his jump start and the second for causing an
avoidable collision with Glock. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Jenson Button.
Sebastian Vettel. Lap leaders. Drivers' Championship standings Pos. Formula One
Administration. Archived from the original on July 18, Retrieved 20 July Retrieved 19 February
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Race 12 of 20 in the
Formula One World Championship. Layout of the Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps. Circuit de
Spa-Francorchamps , Spa , Belgium. McLaren - Mercedes. Bruno Senna. Williams - Renault. Red
Bull - Renault. Lotus - Renault. Kamui Kobayashi. Sauber - Ferrari. Pastor Maldonado. Fernando
Alonso. Mark Webber. Lewis Hamilton. Romain Grosjean. Paul di Resta. Force India - Mercedes.
Michael Schumacher. Felipe Massa. Toro Rosso - Ferrari. Daniel Ricciardo. Nico Rosberg.
Heikki Kovalainen. Caterham - Renault. Vitaly Petrov. Timo Glock. Marussia - Cosworth. Pedro
de la Rosa. HRT - Cosworth. Charles Pic. Narain Karthikeyan. Driver Points. Constructors'
Championship standings Pos. Constructor Points. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Belgian Grand Prix. Belgian Grand Prix. Fine and Dry. Lewis Hamilton started the sixty nine lap
race from pole position [5] â€”his first since the Malaysian Grand Prix â€”alongside Romain
Grosjean , in his career-best starting position. Red Bull were cleared of wrongdoing, as, in the
stewards' words, they had not technically broken any rules, but the FIA announced plans to
rewrite the regulations governing throttle mapping so as to outlaw the practice entirely ahead of
the Hungarian Grand Prix. Tyre supplier Pirelli brought its white-banded medium compound tyre
as the harder "prime" tyre and the yellow-banded soft compound tyre as the softer "option"
tyre. It was the first time at the track in the single tyre supplier era â€”present Bridgestone then
Pirelli where the 'supersoft' tyre had not been used. Dani Clos took Narain Karthikeyan 's place
once again for the first free practice session on Friday morning. At the end of the formation lap,
Michael Schumacher stopped in the 19th place grid position, instead of 17th where he had
qualified. Yellow lights were flashed as a result, with the intention of waving the cars through
for a second formation lap. However, Schumacher switched his car off believing that the race
was being delayed. The cars were waved through for the second formation lap, and
Schumacher had to be pushed into the pits for his car to be restarted. Once his car was
restarted, he failed to activate the pit speed limiter and exceeded the pit speed limit while
driving to the end of the pits for the start of the race. At the start of the race, Sebastian Vettel
attempted to pass Romain Grosjean in turn one, but was blocked. The loss of momentum
allowed Jenson Button to pull alongside Vettel through turn two and then pass him in turn
three. Mark Webber , starting on medium compound tyres, made a great start to jump from 11th
to 7th by turn two. Pastor Maldonado made a poor start and fell from 8th to 12th position.
Schumacher pitted on lap two to switch to medium compound tyres. He then served a
drive-through penalty on lap five for speeding in the pit lane at the start. Roman Grosjean began
to catch up with Lewis Hamilton towards the end of the first stint. Hamilton pitted first on lap 19,

taking a second longer than normal due to a wheel gun problem, but Grosjean's pit stop on the
next lap was even slower, leaving the running order the same. Romain Grosjean was finally able
to catch Lewis Hamilton on lap 24, only to lose time due to mistakes, and then catch up again by
lap Jenson Button pitted from 3rd position on lap 35 and got stuck behind Bruno Senna , who
was up to 7th running a long stint. Button was unable to pass Senna until Senna pitted on lap
This allowed Sebastian Vettel to come out ahead of Button when he pitted on lap He pitted for
the second time on lap 46, and came out of the pits alongside his teammate Roman Grosjean.
Pastor Maldonado slid into the side of Paul di Resta on lap 48, earning Maldonado a
drive-through penalty. In the closing laps of the race, Red Bull pitted both of their drivers. Mark
Webber fell from fifth to eighth, where he remained until the end of the race. Sebastian Vettel
remained in fourth, and by the last lap was able to catch back up to Romain Grosjean on fresher
tyres, but was unable to pass. Narain Karthikeyan pulled off the track and retired on lap 65 due
to suspension damage. The final lap of the race was on lap 69 instead of 70 due to the extra
formation lap. This race marked Heikki Kovalainen 's th race. It would be eight years until the
next race where no Red Bull , Mercedes or Ferrari driver was on the podium, the Italian Grand
Prix. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Formula One motor race held in Lewis Hamilton.
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Williams - Renault. Bruno Senna. Force India - Mercedes. Mark Webber. Paul di Resta. Nico
Rosberg. Sauber - Ferrari. Kamui Kobayashi. Toro Rosso - Ferrari. Michael Schumacher. Daniel
Ricciardo. Heikki Kovalainen. Caterham - Renault. Vitaly Petrov. Charles Pic. Marussia Cosworth. Timo Glock. Pedro de la Rosa. HRT - Cosworth. Narain Karthikeyan. Driver Points.
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info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve. Jenson Button won a stunning race in Brazil
in which the outcome of the championship remained in doubt until the final lap. Although
Fernando Alonso climbed to second, sixth place for Sebastian Vettel was enough for the Red
Bull driver to clinch a third title. It was a fraught race for Vettel who fell to the back of the field
on the first lap but drove a gritty race back through the pack to seal the championship. From the
front row the McLaren pair made clean starts but behind them neither Red Bull got away well.
Mark Webber closed out Vettel which allowed the Ferraris and Nico Hulkenberg to pass him
around the outside. Kimi Raikkonen took avoiding action to keep from hitting him but as the
Red Bull turned into the corner Bruno Senna appeared on the inside. The pair made contact â€”
twice â€” leaving Vettel pointing the wrong way down the track. But Vettel was able to continue
â€” albeit now down in 22nd place. Advert Become a RaceFans supporter and go ad-free. There
was drama from the very start Before the race began Ferrari had been hopeful that rain would
arrive to level out the playing field. But when it did come it was as much to the relief of Vettel, as
the drop in temperature eased the strain on his damaged car. At the start Alonso had
immediately passed Webber for third place â€” the minimum he needed to have a chance of
winning the championship. But as rain began to fall he twitched wide at turn one, cutting across

the new tarmac run-off area, sacrificing third to Nico Hulkenberg. Webber was unable to take
advantage of this opportunity to re-pass Alonso, and a few laps later Massa demoted the Red
Bull driver a further position. Massa adopted a defensive stance behind his team mate and a
warning about his driving was immediately conveyed by radio to Vettel. This was necessary as
Vettel had carved through the field in doubt-quick time, and with others diving to the pits for
intermediate tyres he soon had the Ferraris in sight again. The McLaren drivers briefly swapped
positions when the rain started to fall, but Hamilton regained the lead only to give it up again
when he decided intermediate tyres were the way to go. Hulkenberg also elected to chance it on
his medium-compound slick tyres, but the championship contenders could afford no such
gambles and were soon in for intermediate tyres as well. Vettel came out of the pits behind
Webber and Raikkonen. Massa had stayed on slicks but was easily passed by Kamui Kobayashi
and a circumspect Vettel. Moments later Vettel took Kobayashi at the exit of Juncao. The pair
had gone past yellow flags and yellow-and-red flags, the former forbidding overtaking. But
Vettel began his move shortly after the pair passed a green light, and was drawing level with
Kobayashi as they reached another yellow light. The stewards took no action. Further ahead
Alonso was making light work of the traffic. Vettel fought a recovery drive in a damaged car The
weather continued to keep the teams guessing: while drivers were receiving messages telling
them it was going to continue the track was already drying enough for them to abandon their
intermediates. Alonso switched back to slicks followed by Vettel, who returned to the pits in
sight of his championship rival. By this point several drivers had been involved in incidents:
Pastor Maldonado joined his team mate in retirement and was accompanied by Romain
Grosjean, who crashed out at Mergulho, and Sergio Perez. The safety car soon appeared on the
circuit, calling a temporary halt to what had been 23 laps of frantic action, with still more than
two-thirds distance remaining. Hulkenberg and Button took the opportunity to pit for fresh slick
tyres, and the Force India driver held his lead. Alonso held fourth ahead of Vettel, who was still
on course to clinch the championship, followed by Kobayashi, Webber and Di Resta. Within
seconds of the safety car returning to the pits the action resumed. Vettel came under attack
from Kobayashi and Webber â€” the latter ran wide but Kobayashi made the move stick. He
went on to take fourth off Alonso, but only briefly, the Ferrari driver quickly taking the place
back. The safety car had put Massa back on the lead lap and as the track dried he quickly
passed Di Resta. He demoted Vettel and Kobayashi too, taking up fifth behind his team mate
and therefore was unlikely to progress further. The loss of downforce also impaired his tyre life
and as his lap times began to drop off the team considered bringing him into the pits. This had
near-disastrous consequences as the weather changed yet again. He fell to tenth place, which
was a serious problem as Alonso now had the podium within reach. Hulkenberg led
convincingly until Hamilton collision Hulkenberg lost his lead when he half-spun his Force India
at Laranja. That allowed Hamilton, who had passed Button after the safety car came in, to retake
the lead. A few laps later Hulkenberg spied an opportunity to pass Hamilton when the leader
was delayed in traffic. With Hamilton out and Hulkenberg doomed to serve a drive-through
penalty, Alonso now had a shot at second place. He took it despite staying out too long to
switch back to intermediate tyres as the rain intensified, and nearly spinning at Curva do Sol.
Massa got in front of him through the pit stops but wasted little time handing the place back. By
then Vettel had already recovered well into the top ten, eventually passing Schumacher for sixth
place. But even at this late stage he could not afford to relax: a sudden retirement for new
leader Button would put Alonso in the lead and Vettel would be one place shy of the world
championship. There was no such problem for Button, and the race had a slightly anticlimactic
end as a crash for Paul di Resta brought out the safety car. He claimed his third win of the year
and the Ferrari drivers joined him on the podium. But there were no celebrations for Alonso as
Vettel, sixth behind Webber and Hulkenberg, had done enough to retain the world
championship. Schumacher scored points in his final F1 start Schumacher bowed out of F1 with
a points finish for seventh, while Jean-Eric Vergne was promoted to eighth after a late spin for
Kobayashi. Kimi Raikkonen was only tenth after going off at Juncao and attempting to rejoin the
track using the old circuit, which was closed off at one end. Charles Pic , who will drive for
Caterham next year, was passed by Vitaly Petrov in the dying stages. Unfortunately for
Marussia Timo Glock had been running in front of both when he was involved in an incident
with Vergne which dropped him back. The HRT pair were the last running drivers. Brazil
produced a suitably scintillating conclusion to an exciting championship. But an error-free
recovery drive of measured aggression gained Vettel a deserved third title by the slender
margin of three points. Both he and Alonso deserve praise for their efforts this year. If a
championship is valued by the quality of the opposition a driver faces, then Vettel can count
this triumph as his greatest so far. Browse all Brazilian Grand Prix articles. Got a potential story,
tip or enquiry? Find out more about RaceFans and contact us here. Thecollaroyboys

thecollaroyboys 25th November , A great race. Well worth the 3am start. All of those posters
who were writing the season off a half a dozen rounds ago or so should take a good, hard look
at themselves. This was a cracking finale to a great season. DaveF1 davef1 25th November ,
Once again congrats to Vettel, Red Bull and all their fans. Enjoy it while you can, Ferrari will be
back ; Bring on ! How well put. Even though not a Vettel or Alonso fan it was an incredible finale
to an awesome season. Sure, a few races fell flat, but less than usual and the high points were
extraordinary. Fullhouse 26th November , Slr slr 25th November , HoHum hohum 25th
November , OEL F1 oel-f1 25th November , Guilherme guilherme 25th November , Why so
suddenly Alonso started to need positions from Massa or to have Massa be held up, like in
Korea? Does anyone remember the beginning of the season when Massa was repeatedly
qualifying just in front of Alonso? Once the championship became tight and they needed
someone to get in the way of the championship contender, they changed a few settings and
here is back at the front. If they race each other could had an accident and loose any option.
Sevrige sevrige 25th November , Great race and happy for Vettel on his third WDC. I was a bit
disappointed with Webber today. I realize he wants to race to win, but sometimes you need to
ease up on your teammate when your not fighting for the title. Vettel may not have been down
near Senna had Webber not came across to cover Vettel into turn 1. Later in the race, a
noticeably slower Webber was trying pretty hard to not let Vettel through. Very frustrating to
watch, probably more so for the guys on the pitwall. Njack njack 25th November , Webber let
Vettel through later in the race, FOM broadcasted a radio message with a team member
thanking him. I realize, he just seemed overly aggressive towards his teammate and if Vettel had
not ended up winning the WDC it would have been a huge talking point. MattW 26th November ,
Agreed Sevrige. As a fellow Aussie I admire his fighting spirit and not wanting the 2 label, but
when your team mate is fighting for the title and you are out of contention, its time to help him
out not make it any harder. Roberto38 26th November , Can someone explain why we got the 1st
safety car? I am under the impression that a radio message from FA can have quite a powerful
influenceâ€¦. Fer no. Keith Collantine keithcollantine 25th November , It creates a certain air if
they play one particular part of a radio message, they can make a driver look bad, they can give
away strategy, or they may be plain useless to non-Italian speaking viewers. Ogurka 25th
November , Antonio Nartea tonyr 25th November , Their reward , the 45sec gap, simply vanished
with the SCâ€¦. When hamilton overtook them, they all have the same tyres. Even more, Hulk
and Button had newer tyres, than Hamilton. Dom 3dom 25th November , Purely from a safety
point of view it made sense. Also it may have ended up being one of the championship
contenders who got a punctureâ€¦. But in every situation Hamilton was faster than Button. Nick
Frowen frow 26th November , As far as I can see he passed hamiltonb under opure race
conditions and raced out to a genuine lead! Alex smallvizier 25th November , He has enough
confidence to tell the engineers when he disagrees. There have been several races with mixed
conditions where Hamilton has finished ahead of Button. It nearly happened again todayâ€¦
albeit Button had a second advantage before the safety car. At one point too much was
happening, and it was hard to breathe! And kudos to Red Bull for building such a strong car.
Vettel got hit from everywhere, it was amaizing he was able to continue like thatâ€¦. Neiana
neiana 26th November , Jon patomilan 25th November , Atticus atticus-2 25th November , A so
well-written review. The images of this race are so intensely wired into my brain and the lines
brought them alive so effectively. Thank you, Keith. For all the work you did with this site
through the whole year, frankly. F1 would not have been the same without the knowledge I
gained from this website. What a way to end an F1 season. This was a relentlessly breathtaking
year right up until the end of the last Grand Prix. Adam Blocker blockwall2 25th November ,
DaveW dmw 26th November , You should be spraying champagne around your office now. The
title of best F1 site was never in doubt this year. It feels like at least half the field had some
moment of glory. None moreso than our new triple world champion. Kimi4WDC 25th November ,
Tomsk tomsk 25th November , A suitably epic race report. A great read, and I agree with your
closing point. James Brickles brickles 25th November , FlyingLobster27 25th November , As
pointed out correctly on another article, the pass took place in an area with fixed yellow lights
â€” caution lights are not fixed, they flash. If there are no flashing yellow lights, there is no
yellowâ€¦. Taking the finish in formation was pretty nice. There was just 1 lap left and the cars
were too far for surprises. Reminded me of Le Mans and quite rightfully as the race felt as long
as an endurance one. Yeah, I agree. But today, I just felt fitting that a breathless rush of
competition throughtout the whole year, up and down, and down to the wet, foggy, soggy
darkness of Interlagos to end with a gracefully slow last lap â€” as a sign of the end of all the
fight. Hey keithcollantine , sorry to nitpick, butâ€¦. JerseyF1 jerseyf1 26th November ,
Jubameister 26th November , Cosmas cosmas 26th November , CRM 25th November , I thought
it was shocking how Schumacher pulled over to let Vettel pass. They are not teammates and

Schumacher owes it to Alonso, and the integrity of F1 as a competition, to at least put up
reasonable resistance if they are racing for position. Schumacher has no right to manipulate the
winner of a world championship to the driver he prefers. Would Mercedes be impressed that
Schumacher pulled over to give away points? Other than that, which annoyed me, one of the
best races I have seen! I found it disgusting too. Had they both been one position back, then
that would have been a title-deciding incident, as it would have been if somebody else had
somehow found their way ahead of both drivers. Have you been a Ferrari fan lately? The way
they drive must be pretty disgusting with that set of logic of yours. What does Ferrari have to do
with anything? I accept that team mates will help one another, as they are team mates. Drivers
who are only mates should not try and influence a championship. You are under-reacting. Liz
Power gizmopuddy 25th November , Schumacher pulling over did not affect the outcome of the
title. Vettel had already won it in 7th. If Alonso got first, that sixth would have been no use to
him. It was a nice passing of the mantleâ€¦from Schumi to the one they used to call Baby
Schumi. Vettel would have overtaken him anyway. Liz Power gizmopuddy 26th November , I
thought Schumacher was wonderfully gracious at the end of the race. It was a poignant moment
in that it was his last race, and he said himself he wanted Vettel to win the championship. So if
he wanted to help, there was certainly nothing wrong with that. CRM 26th November , Would
any of you have been happy if Button pulled over to let Alonso win the race and the title
because he liked Alonso more than he liked Vettel? Schumachers actions were grossly unfair
on Alonso who had to fight for every single place and position on a non-team mate whereas
Vettel effectively had both his team mate and Schumacher helping him. Schumacher should
have raced properly and fairly against Vettel, in order to be fair to Alonso and to maintain the
integrity of the race as a proper competitive competition. Bob bobthevulcan 26th November ,
Vettel already had the WDC in the bag by being in P7. Him finishing P6 would have made no
difference for Alonso. Besides that, Schumacher was considerably slower than Vettel at that
stage in the race, and would have been passed further down the track anyway. By then, it was a
foregone conclusion that Vettel would take the title. Mike mike 26th November , I bet
Schumacher caused Hulkenburg to lose grip and hit Hamilton too! It happens nearly every race
and especially when a driver is massively slower. Suvan Naidu serv 26th November , Where do
we ever draw the line if we let this happen? Should Button have stopped putting pressure on
Kobayashi in Japan because Kobayashi was on for a podium and it would have been nice to see
that at his home race? Disgusting to see Schumacher pulling over as if he was being lapped
when he was fighting for points and position. That would have been exactly the same thing. I
wish McLaren would have signed Hulkenberg instead of Perez, he was massively impressive,
shame it ended like it did. Not great race as Kimi fan, but another amazing wheel to wheel action
from Kimi. And again Kimi avoids major incident where he nearly takes out Vettel, young drivers
take notes! Aled Davies aledinho 26th November , Hulkenberg has been brilliant in the 2nd half
of the season! With the small change in regulations, looks like Mclaren will be strong again
although I dont think either driver would be consistent enough to win the title. I Love the Pope
25th November , I make it quite clear that I like Vettel. I actually like Ferrari more as a team. I
would love to see Massa get a fair shot against him. I would love to see Vettel in red, as in
Ferrari red, but its not going to happen. Which leads me to my question: Will Ferrari give Massa
a fair shake next year? Will they be even going into the year, and if Felipe finds himself ahead of
the chosen one, will they allow him to BE ahead? David-A david-a 26th November , I Love the
Pope 26th November , I really hope so! And I like Ferrari, which makes it hard sometimes.
Thomas 26th November , He has the potential but will never be allowed to show it. My favourite
team is Ferrari but my favourite driver is Vettel. Howard howard 26th November , That was
spellbinding. After seeing Alonso zoom to 4th at the start, then Vettel facing the wrong way, I
knew this was going to be something special. Really it was another incredible Houdini race from
Alonso, getting up to 2nd, albeit with much help from Massa. Vettel all but choked it
awayâ€”going off in Q3 and starting way back, terrible start, slamming the door on Senna,
changing to wrong tires then changing again, terrible SC restart. Perhaps he labored under a
curse. Hairs hairs 26th November , Cronies cronies 26th November , Colossal Squid
colossal-squid 26th November , Still, talk about going out on a high. U2F1 u2f1 26th November ,
There was certainly a lot going on. Where I went off you can get back on the track by going
through the support race pit lane, but you have to go through a gate. I know this as I did the
same thing in and the gate was open that year. Somebody closed it this time. Be interested to
hear others thoughts on that. Probably on average the best car over the course of the year,
should have at least been in the hunt for the WC. I have to say that i am a bit disturbed by 2
things: 1. SV just slammed the door. He is at fault for taking out 2 cars, but no penalty was
given: maybe the stewards considered that he was punished with the resultant last placeâ€¦.
Overtaking KK under yellow flags: pretty clear. A drive-through would have been fine, especially

considering he escaped one earlier HUL earned oneâ€¦. The key appears to be that the
yellow-looking lights were not flashing, which means that they were not the equivalent of the
waved yellow flags requiring drivers to drop their speeds and back away from any overtaking
during the demarcated sections of the track. Immediately before the incident, other parts of the
track had started to show the more conventional red-and-yellow striped flags being waved by
marshalls, which informs the drivers of slippery and greasy track conditions but does not
require the drivers to take any mandatory action as a result of being displayed. Ahhhhhhh, OK!
That makes sense then, thanks! Does anyone know if Hulkenburg got a penalty after the race for
sliding into Hamilton? Seems like the 2 incidents should be treated similarly? If they were next
to each other then Vettel would have received the penalty. In the end Vettel deserved it, shades
of Luck in his Abu Dhabi recovery but he did brilliantly to get back in position today! Few
decent drives by JB but ultimately he was thrashed by Hamilton this year although the points
table shows it was only 2 points!! Anele 26th November , Abnash abnash 26th November , It
seems as though Hamilton may be the better 1 lap qualifier but in general race pace and
strategy Button is equal to or marginally better, and since races are not won over 1 lap then
maybe it is possible that Button is actually the better driver?? Nick nick 28th November ,
AndrewTanner andrewtanner 26th November , What a race! It was a shame that Di Resta ended
the season on an anti-climax BUT it was unexpected so I guess that was just another element of
surprise? Kinda reminded me of an Indycar race which often ends under caution or the pace
carâ€¦like this years Indy A scrappy race from The Hulk was great to watch and he certainly had
no fear taking the battle to McLaren. Your email address will not be published. All comments are
moderated. If the person you're replying to is a registered user you can notify them of your
reply using ' username'. Skip to content. Having previously worked as a motoring Read more
about Keith Collantine, find all their articles and get in touch with them. Respect to Vettel and
Red Bull from an Alonso fan. Crazy blokeâ€¦â€¦. It is a great circuit, which is helped by the fact it
often rains and is often a title decider. You see, there was a championship going on and Ferrari
were trying to win it. Should have been more generous at the start though. Strange how JB
keeps coming on top in these kinds of situationsâ€¦ Can someone explain why we got the 1st
safety car? And Force India! These two teams must have the strongest cars on the grid! A
saturn shift cable
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n amazing year. Vettel and Red Bull â€” what a team! Another Button Knockerâ€¦Button is
equally as a racer as any of them. But we will see next year how Perez does! Hamilton should
really look at the season review from last year on DVDâ€¦.. Soâ€¦when does pre season testing
start? Cracking race, Vettel very lucky to keep his right rear wheel though! He is at fault for
taking out 2 cars, but no penalty was given: maybe the stewards considered that he was
punished with the resultant last placeâ€¦ 2. Great way to end the season! Incredible season by
Alonso, In my opinion also the best 1 from Hamilton yet. Hulkenberg strong end to season too!
How many days till Australia??? Sorry pal, but your stats are a little wrong. So happy that we
got the final showdown this championship deserved! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Previous Previous post: Brazilian Grand Prix championship
points. Next Next post: Alonso: We can win the title with a slightly slower car.

